KEEP IT COOL.
Energy Efficient
Quiet by Design
Built to Last
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LEADING-EDGE MANUFACTURING AND R&D
IN OUR DEDICATED REFRIGERATION FACILITY
JSI's refrigeration team is dedicated to providing
the highest quality refrigerated displays. Utilizing
industry-leading components and LEAN

manufacturing priciples, we can ensure that each
and every unit meets our strict quality guidelines.

QUALITY

EFFICIENCY

INNOVATION

Top-rated components and best-inclass materials are the foundation of
every display we build. Our staff of
engineers, technicians, and craftsmen
ensure you receive the highest quality
product every time.

Our dedicated refrigeration facility
manufactures and distributes refrigerated
displays to all of JSI's regional facilites,
resulting in lower freight costs and
shorter transit times.

We are listening! At JSI, our customers
drive innovation at every turn. Visit our
facility, testing lab, and showroom to
see how we can help you achieve your
fresh display objectives.
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KEEP IT
			BEAUTIFUL.
Eye-Catching
Market Appeal
Textures and Finishes
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CREATE EYE-CATCHING DISPLAYS
WITH A VARIETY OF MARKET STYLE BINS,
RISERS, AND MERCHANDISING ACCESSORIES
Customers choose where they shop by the quality
and freshness of their produce. Visually exciting

displays help you merchandise and extend product
life while communicating a market feel.

SEBAGO
•B
 uilt using textured and somewhat

BAXTER
•B
 uilt using textured and somewhat

BRUNSWICK
•B
 uilt with smooth, consistent

inconsistent materials with lots of
grain and color variation.
• Accepts stain inconsistently.

inconsistent materials with lots of grain and
color variation.
• Accepts stain with moderate variations.

materials and surfaces.
• Meets NSF requirements for
cleanability.
• Accepts stains with minor variations.
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KEEP IT FRESH.
Market Perfect
Extend Life
Reduce Shrink
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Boost

BERRY
Sales!

BAXTER
Refrigerated
Slant Bin

REFRIGERATED BERRIES STAY FRESHER
LONGER AND RESULT IN BETTER SALES!
Customers buy berries on impulse, so the better
they look, the more you sell. Our refrigerated slant
bins provide the perfect presentation, keeping

berries at the ideal temperature, so they stay fresher
longer, bruise less and sell more. Here are a few facts
to help you pick better berries for your customers:

HARVEST

SORTING AND PACKING

COOLING

In North America, blueberry season
runs from late May through late
summer, with peak harvesting in July.
When berries turn solid blue, they’re
ripe. If they’re tinged in red, they ship
well, but haven’t reached maturity…give
them a few days to turn completely
blue for maximum sweetness.

It’s best to sort blueberries during manual
harvesting, removing defective fruit as it is
picked, to minimize handling. Look for insect
bites, broken peeling and mold, as well as
over- and under-ripe fruit, shriveled and
off-color berries. Once berries are sorted,
they’re packaged and kept refrigerated
during transport to market.

Blueberries kept at 40°F have between 10
and 20 times the shelf life of unrefrigerated
berries. The sooner harvested blueberries
are cooled, the better, ideally, within 4 hours
of harvesting. Using forced-air cooling helps
speed the cooling process, and results in
higher quality berries for your customers.
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Keep It

COOL!

Refrigerated
slant bin
with cream
frosted pies

CRITICAL TEMP REFRIGERATED DISPLAYS
ENHANCE IMPULSE PURCHASES,
RESULTING IN HIGHER SALES
JSI’s self-contained refrigerated displays are perfect for creating exciting displays for your
specialty pastries. These attractive displays can be placed in high visibility locations
and simply plugged in for impulse sales EVERYWHERE!
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ATTRACTIVE

FLEXIBLE

RELIABLE

JSI’s expertise in wood building
and finishes allows us to provide
refrigerated displays that project
your image and draw attention
to your specialty bakery items.

Our refrigerated merchandisers have a
low front for product visibility, and are
available with accessories to properly
display all your refrigerated bakery items.

JSI’s refrigerated display cases are
built using the best quality and most
efficient components available. You’ll
find our cases are the easiest to
maintain and the quietest in your stores!

CRITICAL TEMP SLANT BINS
JSI's refrigerated display cases are built to enhance product vivsisibility and seamlessly
blend with your decor.
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PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS
All of our critical temp displays are on casters and simply plug and play. Use your
imagination and create an exciting shopping destination anywhere in the store.
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN
JSI's innovative design allows for maximum product visibility and a variety of
merchandising options, designed to maintain product temperatures at 33°F to 41°F.
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CRITICAL TEMP ORCHARD BINS
JSI Refrigerated Orchard Bins are ideal for extending the quality of your product.
A self-contained compressor with raised air flow vents allows for mobility and
maximum efficiency while maintaining critical temperature.
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EYE-CATCHING DISPLAYS
JSI's Refrigerated Orchard Bins are available in the industry's largest selection of wood
species, styles, and finishes.
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MIX YOUR FIXTURES

With hundreds of combinations available, tie your entire fresh department
together with refrigerated and non-refrigerated fixtures from JSI. Speak to
one of our JSI sales specialists to learn firsthand how to integrate and design
a fixture grouping that will exceed all of your customers’ expectations.

Early American
(Item #: STN 020)

STAINS & FINISHES
JSI offers a broad range of materials, stains
and finishes. Let us help you create an
exciting and unique customer experience.

CROSS MERCHANDISE
Utilize lower shelving for
packaged products.
PROTECTION ACCESSORIES
Enhance and protect your fixtures
with exterior accessories, such as
Corner Guards, to meet your needs.
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MIX AND MATCH REFRIGERATED SLANT BINS,
REFRIGERATED ORCHARD BINS, SLANT
TABLES, AND END CAP DISPLAYS.
COMPLETE
PRODUCT LINE
JSI is the only company able
to provide a complete product
line that will assure departmentwide integration and maximize
product impact to the customer.

CHECK THE LIST!
✓ Dry Orchard Bins
✓ Refrigerated Orchard Bins
✓ Dry Slant Bins
✓ Refrigerated Slant Bins
✓ Euro Tables and Accessories
✓ Merchandising Accessories for All
✓ Closed Cell Antimicrobial Foam
✓ Matching Materials and Finishes

REFRIGERATED DISPLAY
JSI has the right style, size
and finish to meet your needs

MERCHANDISING ACCESSORIES
Create impact and cross-merchandise
in dry or refrigerated fixtures. JSI
offers an array of toppers, pedestals,
and of course, our exclusive
Antimicrobial Foam.
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OUR CAPABILITIES

PRODUCE

REFRIGERATION

BAKERY

FLORAL

OUR LOCATIONS

WINE

MILLWORK

COLLINGWOOD,
ONTARIO
50,000 sq. ft.
Manufacturing

TEMPFRESH

MILO, MAINE
85,000 sq. ft.
Manufacturing

BANGOR, MAINE
45,000 sq. ft.
R&D + Manufacturing

PAYSON, UTAH
65,000 sq. ft.
Manufacturing

Delivering a
140 Park Street

Milo, Maine 04463
800.332.5507 TEL
207.943.5632 FAX
JSISTOREFIXTURES.COM
Milo, Maine
Bangor, Maine
Payson, Utah
Collingwood, Ontario

